In the fall of 2013, DHLI helped coordinate 41 events. Through these events and labor courses, DHLI reached 2216. Some of the most remarkable work of our faculty includes a dramatic increase in the number of Collective Bargaining Educational Project workshops, and speaker series revolving around the Our Walmart campaign and Property Tax Loopholes educational speakers. In addition, DHLI worked with the Harry Bridges Project to bring the play “The Life of Thomas Paine” to LAVC.

L-STEP EVENTS

1. Labor Poster Display

2. Speakers: Prof. Charles O’Connell, Ex. Dir. Shigueru Tsuha (DHLI), Julieta Arce (student presenter), Gustavo Sandoval (student presenter)

3. Student Labor Poster Display & Presentations

To Begin the World Over Again:

The Life of Thomas Paine

In collaboration with the Harry Bridges Project, and Prof. Zack Knorr, DHLI brought the one-man play by Ian Ruskin to celebrate the working class ideas of Thomas Paine such as fair taxation, social security, unemployment benefits, and free public education to LAVC.
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Voices & Images:
Through our Voices & Images initiative, students across LACCD learned about the struggle Walmart workers are facing in their Our Walmart campaign to improve wages and working conditions. Students also learned about the way in which Property Tax loopholes have hurt the funding of public education and other public services vital to working people in California.

Labor Educator Linda Tubach from The Collective Bargaining Educational Project brings role-playing workshops of contract negotiations, NLRB union recognition votes, and more into our classrooms. This semester 15 workshops were held in LACCD.

Our Walmart
Organized by Maisha Jones @ LASC

Property Tax Loopholes
Organized by Jack Rubensaal @ WLAC

Our Walmart: Organized by Eileen Ie @ ELAC (Southgate)

Collective Bargaining Educational Project
In collaboration with DHLI:
LACC: Joe Meyer
ELAC: Natalina Monteiro
LAHC: Grace Chee, Ellen Joiner, Bill Loiterman, Michael Reid
LAPC: Mike Chavez, Yanira Fuentes
LASC: Nyree Berry, Maisha Jones
LATTC: Lou Siegel
LAVC: Zack Knorr

Spring 2014 Labor Theme:
Income Inequality
Resources available:
Inequality For All (DVD)
Minimum Wage Lecture
Guest speakers available: Our Walmart, Property Tax Loopholes, Fast Food Workers (LAOC)
1 (213) 763-7070 or tsuhasj@lattc.edu

Other Accomplishments

Linda Tubach, Lou Siegel & Students @ LATTC

Shigueru Tsuha @ LAVC

Food Chain Workers Alliance by Zack Knorr @ LAVC. J. Lo, S. Chen (ROC LA), B. Enriquez (Our Walmart)

Labor Studies Speaker Series by Lou Siegel @ LATTC
Instr. Siegel held 8 different speaker events with speakers from 13 different unions